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… nowadays called brown dwarfs
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Rotation law: 
angular momentum distribution 
𝑗 𝑚𝔴 as a function of, 𝑚𝔴, the mass 
fraction interior to the cylinder of 
radius 𝔴 about the rotation axis.

𝐷: solid body rotation
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 The fastest single rotators, other 
than remnant objects such as 
neutron stars, are Be stars.

 As fast as ~450 km/s, close to 
break-up speed

 Mass loss preferentially along 
the equators.

 Stars no longer spherical



 Massive stars are fast rotators.

 Rotation declines in the F 
type (convection? disk?)

 Low-mass stars spin down 
quickly early on (disk-star  
coupling of B field), and then 
experience weak-breaking on 
the MS due to magnetic 
breaking and winds



 Giants and supergiants
rotate slowly because of 
angular momentum 
conservation.
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Evolution on the Main Sequence





As a star evolves off the MS    
Hc → HTS → Hs



1-2 main sequence
2-3 overall contraction
3-4 H thick shell burning
5-6 H thin shell burning
6-7 red giant
7-10 core He burning
8-9 envelope contraction











Mário Schenberg
(1914 Brazil – 1980)

Subrahmanyan Chandrasekhar 
(1910 India – 1995 USA)

The Schönberg-Chandrasekhar limit 

--- the maximum mass of a fusion-less  

stellar core that can support against 

gravitational collapse
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 Luminosity class VI

 1.5 to 2 mag fainter than a Pop I 
MS stars o the same spectral type

 Low metallicity low opacity 
(UV excess)  low radiation 
pressure, so smaller, hotter for the 
same stellar mass
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